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Descriptive Summary

Title: Couples of San Francisco Bay Area records
Collection Number: 2016-24
Creator/Collector:
Extent: .2 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: This collection includes organizational records from Couples of San Francisco Bay Area, as well as from the Couples National Network Inc. They include circulars, bylaws, operating committee materials, financial statements, event proposals, graph proofs, by-laws, as well as promotional materials for local programming as well as national events like the annual Couples’ convention.

Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
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Acquisition Information

Scope and Content of Collection
This collection includes organizational records from Couples of San Francisco Bay Area, as well as from the Couples National Network Inc. They include circulars, bylaws, operating committee materials, financial statements, event proposals, graph proofs, by-laws, as well as promotional materials for local programming as well as national events like the annual Couples’ convention.
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